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1. EMS. We fully support the project to improve
the EMS communication system.
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2. TOWER LOCATION. There are several other
suitable locations for the tower that do not
damage our ridgeline view further. The new
tower will become visible from many more
neighborhoods than the existing structures.
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3. COUNTY BULLYING. The county has
overridden and ignored the Town of Mount
Hope zoning laws protecting the ridge view.
The county did not notify local residents, and
even the Mount Hope Town Board was not
aware of the project’s timeline.
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4. PROPERTY VALUES. The tower lowers
property values and your tax dollars are
paying for it.
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• Sign the petition and learn more at:
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Our elected officials need to stand up for
our town. Tell them how you feel.
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Once the tower is built, we, the people of this
town, have no power to control additional
towers being built nor what technology goes on
these towers in the future.
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It would pave the way for future towers, even taller,
to be built in the same location. Additionally, these
towers are capable of carrying a wide variety of
technologies. Some, such as 5G, have been studied
and are known to be dangerous.
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current location, it could be just the beginning of a
bad trend.
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The Mount Hope radio tower places
an imposing industrial structure on
our ridge line and could also pose
safety risks to you and your family.
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